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Check out these other resources...
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ACTIVITY ONE
RADIO WAVES

You’ll need:
Battery
Wire
Compass
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To pick up on a radio wave with such a low (and most likely inconsistent)
frequency, would be a bit of a challenge! To overcome this challenge,
we are going to switch from radio waves to visible light waves.

ACTIVITY TWO
LIGHT WAVES

You’ll need:
Light
Cover

Instructions:

• Have students send messages across the room by having them uncover
a light source in distinct intervals, like Morse code. In teams, see which
students can send a secret message across the room the fastest.
• Now, give the students your own version of code, with all the letters and
numbers mixed up, and see if the students can decode.

It is not worthwhile timewise to spend too long getting
students to try and decode the messages. But it is a nice
way to illustrate to students how hard it would be not
only for countries who speak a different language, but for
how difficult it might be for an alien race to receive and
understand our messages. (Do these aliens have ears, or
eyes, or even a language?)
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